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Administration Committee 

TELEVISION DOCUMENTARY ABOUT PARLIAMENT 

Note from the Principal Clerk, Select Committees  
 
BACKGROUND 

 
1. Over recent years, the House has received regular requests from television production 

companies for permission to make a documentary or series about the workings of 
parliament.   
 

2. During the previous parliament, the House’s Group on Information for the Public (GIP) 
invited the major commissioning channels and those who had expressed such an interest 
to make more detailed proposals. 
 

3. This paper sets out the steps taken so far in identifying two likely candidates for such a 
project, and discusses the initial proposals that they have made.  

 
4. The Committee is invited to make a recommendation to Mr Speaker and the Commission 

on 
 

a. whether such a documentary or series be commissioned; and 
 

b. whether either candidate be invited to proceed. 
 

GROUP ON INFORMATION FOR THE PUBLIC 

5. In April, the House’s Director of Information Services, John Pullinger, wrote to the major 
UK TV broadcasters (BBC, ITV, C4, Five and Sky) and to independent production 
companies to invite proposals on a documentary or series about Parliament.  Substantive 
proposals were received from: 
 

• Atlantic Productions 
• BBC Bristol 
• Channel 4 
• Films of Record 
• Key Media 
• True Vision 

 
6. ITV also responded, saying that it was not currently commissioning programmes in this 

area. Brook Lappings has also made an initial approach, but has not as yet submitted a 
detailed proposal. 
 

7. The proposals received from each company are attached to this paper. 
 

8. On the grounds that their proposals were most fully developed and the proposed funding 
more clear and secure, officials have since held meetings with Atlantic Productions, BBC 
Factual Bristol, and Channel 4 to explore their proposals in greater detail. 
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ATLANTIC PRODUCTIONS 

9. Atlantic has been producing documentaries for 18 years, most frequently for the BBC. It 
proposes four 60-minute programmes, to be shown on BBC1 or BBC2 and filmed and 
presented by Michael Cockerell, who recently fronted the “Great Offices of State” series, 
examining HM Treasury, the Home Office and the Foreign Office. 
 

10. Atlantic seeks to “give the public some access” to the House of Commons, displaying 
both the “modern, effective parliament” behind the Gothic facade and showing the 
“human face” of the place, by focusing on the work of both Members and staff. 
 

11. The series would be fully funded by the BBC and would be filmed on a set of specified 
days over the course of a year, for transmission during 2012. 
 

12. Atlantic’s advantages include a long track record in making programmes requiring 
awareness of political sensitivities and privacy.  It would seek the “informed consent” of 
anyone who would be interviewed for the programmes and would work out detailed 
“rules of engagement” with the House beforehand about levels of access and discretion 
required. 
 

13. Atlantic has also been working on its proposal for some time and therefore offers a 
considerably more detailed pitch than BBC Factual does.  It seeks, among other things, to 
broaden the audience for its programme through use of a website and educational 
materials and the publication of an associated book. 
 

14. The main point against selecting Atlantic lies in its track record.  As with the Great Office 
of State series, the question may arise whether a heavyweight programme presented by a 
political insider and largely promoted to an already politically interested audience will 
reach the wider public.   
 
 

BBC FACTUAL 

15. BBC Factual is the BBC’s in-house production arm, based in Bristol. It makes programmes 
only for the BBC, but has to pitch commissions to the BBC directly, and in competition 
with, for example, Atlantic.  It, too, proposes to make four 60-minute programmes to be 
shown on BBC1 or BBC2.  
 

16. The series’ focus would be on deepening understanding of a familiar institution that is 
none the less “distant” from many constituents. Like Atlantic, BBC Factual would seek to 
explain what parliament does by following the lives of those who work here, both 
Members and staff. The aim is to “de-mystify the workings of parliament”.  
 

17. Once again, funding would be fully by the BBC, and filming would occur over the space of 
a year. Unlike Atlantic, BBC Factual would aim to have a small crew (probably two people) 
on site more or less continuously over that year. 
 

18. BBC Factual, too, has considerable experience in making documentaries about and with 
organisations which require some discretion over access and where privacy is a 
requirement. It films only people who have given their consent, and it expects to engage 
in “complex negotiations” over access and over which areas will remain off limits. 
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19. BBC Factual has not, however, yet conducted any deep research into what it would wish 
to film and how it would structure its programmes, perhaps implying a longer run-in time 
before it could begin to film. It believes an audience of around 3 million might be 
achievable, either in a mid-evening BBC2 slot, or a later-evening BBC1 slot. 
 
 

CHANNEL 4 

20. Channel 4, although it proposed a single programme focused on how parliament deals 
with the budget deficit, has not followed up its meeting with officials with a detailed pitch 
and has, in effect, withdrawn its interest.  

 
 

NEXT STEPS 

21. If the Committee is satisfied that a documentary series should be made about the House, 
the next step will be for it to meet representatives of the two companies to decide which 
should be asked to pitch the project to the BBC.  It is proposed that this be done on 
Tuesday 27 July, with each company given about 40 minutes to make a brief presentation 
and take questions. 
 

22. Any proposal to film within the House of Lords’ parts of the estate as part of this process 
will be dealt with separately by the Lords’ authorities. 

 
 

ACTION 

23. The Committee is invited to: 
 

• confirm whether it wishes to recommend that a TV documentary be 
commissioned; and  
 

• confirm whether it agrees to interview representatives of Atlantic 
Productions and BBC Bristol on Tuesday 27 July in order to choose which to 
recommend to Mr Speaker and the Commission. 

 
 
 

 
 

Robert Wilson 
Principal Clerk, Select Committees 

22 July 2010 
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